
THE USE OF FREON TO MODEL
DRYOUT IN A HIGH PRESSURE
BOILING WATER SYSTEM

The high cost of gathering data on dryout in
boiling water fuel channels has ied CRNL Engineers
to investigats modelling techniques involving different
fluids. Results are given of a new technique devel-
oped at CRNL.

Dryout is a phenomenon occurring in boiling-
water-cooled fuel channels when there is a breakdown
of the liquid film which normally flows over the fuel.
In the region of film breakdown, heat transfer deter-
iorates and the fuel sheath may experience excessive
temperatures. As this may prove a limitation to fuel
performance, it is important for designers of boiling-
water-cooled power-reactors to know the conditions
at which dryout occurs.

Measurements of dryout conditions for a given
fuel arrangement are usually obtained from out-reactor
loops, using an identical arrangement of electrical
heaters equipped with thermocouples to detect dry-
out. To reduce the high cost of such tests, attempts
have been made to scale down the electrical power
requirements of these loops. One method is to scale
down the size of the test section, but to use the
same coolant. While this has been successful for
simple geometries, there is evidence that it does not
work well for multi-rod bundles.

Another method is to replace the water coolant by

a liquid having a lower latent heat of vaporization
but the same vapor/liquid density-ratio as water.
Liquids which have bsen used successfully are Freon-
11, -12, -112, and -22. The very low heat of vapor-
ization of these liquids reduces the test section power
by a factor of about IS. Furthermore the same liquid/
vapor density-ratios occur at much lower pressures
and temperatures and so permit improved visual-
ization studies and reduced loop construction costs.

To relate the Freon results to water, there are two
techniques in use: the scaling factor technique and
the compensated distortion modelling technique. In
the scaling factor technique, the Freon results arc
converted to their water equivalent by multiplying
certain variables by selected constants'*). Compen-
sation distortion modelling is a special case of dimen-
sional analysis and as such should incorporate all
parameters which influence dryout(2). When this is
the case, the correct correlation of the dimensionless
groups should apply to dryout in all fluids.

Although comparable success has been obtained
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Figure 1 Measured reduced power num-
bers for dryout in boiling water compared
with predictions from a correlation of Freon-
12 data. Geometry; 18-element bundle with
unheated central support tube.
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Figure 2 Comparison of Freon-12 and
C0 2 data at pL/pg = 1 2 (water equi-
valent pressure 1500 Ibf/in2).
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Figure 3 Comparison of Poussium and
Water data at pL/pg= 980 (water equi- —
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with both techniques, the generality of the compen-
sated distortion modelling technique has led to its
adoption at CRNL. Results for dryout in an 18-
element bundle are shown in Figure 1; a correlation
of the reduced power number (power number/maxi-
mum possible power number) for Freon data is com-
pared with measured values for water. An rms error
of 6.18% indicates very good agreement and a normal
error distribution (from reference 3).

The same compensated distortion technique was
used to compare dryout results for Freon in tubes with
results for boiling carbon-dioxide and boiling potas-
sium in tubes. Figures 2 and 3 indicate equally good
agreement and are evidence that the correct dimen-
sionless groups have been identified.

With such encouraging results, CRNL is proceeding
with the construction of a Freon loop sufficiently
large to simulate conditions in any fuel channel
presently envisaged for C ANDU-BLW* power reactors.
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G.D. McPherson

* CANada Deuterium Uranium - Boiling l ight
Water Coolant.
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